60 SIMPLE INSTAGRAM CAPTIONS
TO GENERATE COMMENTS
THIS OR THAT?

FAVORITES
Favorite food emoji

36. Comment your country flag emoji

51.

37. Where was the last trip you took?

52. Spirit animal in emoji

38. What time is it right now where

53. Favorite ocean creature emoji

1.

Cat or dog person?

19.

2.

Coffee or tea?

20. Favorite color

3.

Salty or sweet?

21.

4.

Beach or mountain?

22. Favorite movie

TAG AN ACCOUNT

5.

Ocean or pool?

23. Favorite genre of music

39. Tag your favorite brand

6.

Hamburgers or pizza?

24. Favorite music album

40. Tag a friend you recently traveled

7.

Sleep in or wake up early?

25. Favorite song

you are?

Favorite travel destination

with
41.

8.

Winter or summer?

26. Favorite Netflix TV show

9.

Ocean or lake?

27. Favorite season

10. Cookie or donut?
11.

Chocolate or vanilla?

12.

Palm tree and pine tree?

13.

Snow or sand?

14.

Morning person or night owl?

15.

Sunrise or sunset?

16.

Apple or Android?

17.

Aisle or window seat?

18.

Staycation or vacation?

28. Favorite beach
29. Favorite sports team

PERSONAL
30. What’s your first name?
31.

What’s your hair color?

Tag your brother/sister

43. Tag someone you met on

Instagram
44. Tag an account I should follow
45. Tag your favorite blogger
46. Tag someone who inspired you

this week
47. Tag someone you want to have

coffee with

33. What’s your lucky number?

EMOJIS

34. What’s the temperature where

48. Most top 3 most recent emojis

35. Are you right or left-handed?

54. Describe your perfect day in

emojis
55. Comment your zodiac sign emoji
56. Comment an emoji you’ve never

used before
57. If you were going to live on a

deserted island, comment the
items you would bring in emojis.

42. Tag your best friend

32. What’s your eye color?

you are?

Current mood in emojis

49. Favorite sport in emoji

PARTICIPATION
58. Want a free shoutout in my

Instagram Stories? Comment
below with your first name and
city in the next 24 hours! I’ll read
them all tomorrow on my Stories.
59. Help me caption this photo!

I’ll pick my fave from your
comments, update the caption
and tag you in the photo in the
next hour.
60. Time to spread some Instalove

(and likes)! Comment below then
give 5 likes to the person above
you. Repeat until your heart is
full.

50. Favorite food in emojis
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